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Local Tour Report

Rally to Mt. Soledad & Miramar National Cemetery
We had six intrepid ralliers on the Second of September—the 75th Anniversary of Emperor Hirohito’s signing the formal Japanese surrender
on the deck of the U.S.S. Missouri. That ended World War Two for everyone except for Hiroo Onoda, an Imperial Japanese Army officer who
remained at his jungle post on an island in the Philippines for 29 years,
refusing to believe that World War II was over. He returned to a hero's
welcome in Japan in 1974. Sometimes, I let the isolation due to the
coronavirus get me down, but in general, I look to Hiroo, and won’t accept defeat.
So far in 2020, the Palomar Model A Club has gone to two pie shoppes,
one brewery, a hideaway, a swap meet, an ice cream shop, a park, and
two steep hills just to prove we can make it there, and the year ain’t
over yet! We’ve got more plans, more sights to see, and as a special
issue of the Pandemic Press will include a postcard-ballot for 2021,
something we are asking you to do—even if you don’t drive a Model A.
Of course, if you drove a Model A on Wednesday’s tour, you couldn’t
ask for better weather or clearer traffic or friendlier people. To start us
off, the folks at Palomar Estates provided us with free donuts and Lucy
gave me $5. This was after my Dad let me borrow his pickup AND had
it topped off with gasoline. I don’t know about you folks, but if that’s not
enough to get me off of my duff and out on the road, I don’t know what
else I could ask for.
I’m one to say that Model A’s are easy to drive, mine just hates ethanol
gas, sometimes I think it would be easier to get out and use a steel bar
to turn the front wheels, I’m having to use the windshield wipers with
every trip because it overheats so easily, and somehow, if you ask my
seatbelt, it’ll tell you that I gain ten pounds every stop because I have to
constantly readjust it to get it to fit.
After driving that 1931 steel-top pickup, though, I know that a Model A
can be easy to drive; mine just isn’t there yet. Chuck told me about the
ten-fin-per-inch, pressurized radiators. $723 + tax + special box + shipping won’t be cheap, but I’ve spent thousands of dollars insuring it and
Continued on Page 3
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Chuck’s Message
As you read this, we are preparing to put a ballot and mail copies in Saturday’s Pandemic Press so you can vote on some
important items that would normally be voted on by the membership at regular meetings. Please fill it out and send it on to
Linda Thamer.
David Frazee was the "tour" leader on a very nice local tour this month. There
were a few less Model A's than usual, but we had a good time and missed
those of you how were not there. We ended up at the top of Mt. Soledad. I
grew up in Pacific Beach and it has been many years since I was on the top of
Mt. Soledad. The roads to the top of Mt. Soledad were built in the late 40's after
WWII. They are narrow, steep, and winding. Just what a Model A is designed
for. It was quite a trip and brought back a lot of memories.
We then went on to the Miramar National Cemetery on the Marine Corps Air
Station, Miramar. From there everyone was on their own to go home. I chose
PCH because I love the ocean views and the small beach towns. I checked my
mileage and the round trip was 88 miles. It was a great day to get out and take
a drive in my "A" with my friends. Thanks, David for leading a great tour. I hope
on our next "tour" more of you can make it.
Medical experts are finally saying that the general public probably won't get
the vaccine until the middle of next year or later. If you read the Chapter News
in the Restorer you will see that all the clubs are in the same boat as we are.
They are taking small informal "tours" and working on their Model A's. I have
done everything I can think of on my 1930 pickup to try to keep busy except
three things: Hydraulic brakes, modern shock absorbers, and 16 inch wheels
and tires. Let David know what project you are working on and he can put it in
the Reflector so we can follow your project as it progresses.
This is my personal opinion on hydraulic brakes and if you disagree with me,
you have the right to give me your opinion. I have talked to a number of people
who have converted to 'juiced' brakes, and I came to two conclusions. 1. If you
take an afternoon with a friend to properly adjust mechanical brakes you will
find that you can lock up the brakes with some good pressure on the brake pedal. The people I talked to said you only get about 10% more breaking power
with hydraulic brakes. 2. The hydraulic brakes are a lot of trouble to put on and
can be kind of expensive. Hydraulic brakes would be worth the hassle and expense if you have problems with your legs that made it difficult to put a good
pressure on the brake pedal.
In the next couple of Reflectors I will give you my 2 cents on converting to modern shock absorbers and 16 inch
wheels and tires.

Ford Joke

l look forward to other tours. Anyone
have any ideas?
Chuck Grabowsky

A guy walks into a parts store and
says, “Excuse me, I need a gas cap for
a Model T.”
The clerk answers, “All Right sir, it
seems like a fair trade to me.”
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Rally to Mt. Soledad & Miramar National Cemetery, Continued
only drive it on the shortest tours—maybe 100 miles a year on average. Then there is the annual registration. If I got it
so it would be reliable, comfortable, and easier to care for, it would be a lot easier to imagine myself driving it 1000
miles, making that money per mile seem like a much better investment.
So, did I tell you that the pickup was a joy to drive? Almost as much joy as that sailor must have had kissing that nurse
in Times Square on VJ Day. (Sort of a forced segue, but you have to work with what you’ve got.) The rally’s destinations
were chosen to remember that joy and the sacrifice of those living and dead who made that joy possible.
Our first stop was in front of a gas station on Manchester to wait for John Frazee, who had an appointment and couldn’t
meet us at the starting point. While there, Mike Stephens had an individual, almost secret, roadside seminar with his
Vicky—I was about to pull out when walking by I noticed he’d pulled the instrument panel off and was trying to screw it
back on. Never did find out why, and John passed us up and ended up beating us to Mt. Soledad, so we didn’t need to
stop, actually. Best laid plans, you know?
We passed the San Elijo Lagoon Ecological Reserve and Nature Center, the Del Mar Fairgrounds and Racetrack, Torrey Pines golf course, Scripps, UCSD, and finished at Mt. Soledad. I say all those locations because each of them
would make an interesting tour someday for the next aspiring tour leader. It could be you.
There is a fabulous view from Mt. Soledad, and
with its huge cross, there is a fabulous view
downhill looking up, but under the cross, where
sits the monument, there are thousands of
plaques placed in chronological order of purchase—not an easy way to find one, unless
you come prepared with a smart phone.
If you want to search for the plaques like this
one for Jerry Coleman “The Colonel,”, you can
at the Soledad Memorial website:
www.soledadmemorial.org, Once home, I
found out that there was a plaque to Nellie
Cilley’s second cousin, Oliver B. Sholders.
Fun!
After a short stop, we left for a scenic drive to the Miramar National
Cemetery. The administration offices were closed due to the virus, and
no one walked out to give us a tour, but we were able to walk around
the Memorial Walk, The POW Plaza, and check out the computerized
cemetery index. There, I found my mom’s second cousin, Dennis
Frazee, the son of Nellie Cilley’s maid of honor, Evelyn Frazee. Dennis’s first cousin, Steve, another soldier, although he is buried at the
Riverside National Cemetery, had a Model A and we’d see him at the
Orange County Pancake Breakfast tours. With that, we’ve come full
circle, back to touring.
From there, the cars went their separate ways. Dad and I took the nearby onramp to the northbound 805 and sped along at 60 mph. The
truck’s overdrive worked smoothly and consistently and the headlight
bar didn’t shake, and the wind wasn’t whipping up the cloth top and
slapping it back down on the wooden top bows. What a dream!

Haunted Ford Plant
The Old Ford Motor Factory built in 1941, is
the place where British forces under LtGeneral Arthur Percival surrendered to Japanese forces on 15 February 1942 after
the Battle of Singapore. From 1942 to 1945,
the factory was run by Nissan to assemble
trucks for the Japanese military. There is the rumor that rather than
surrender, dozens of Japanese soldiers committed ritual suicide there.
Ms. Yvonne, recounts “I like jogging at night, especially with my earphones on. One night, when I was jogging past the Ford Factory, my
channel suddenly switched to some sort of Japanese folksongs. The
sound was very spooky; it sounded fizzy with people talking in the
background. I was damn scared and threw away my radio and I swore
that I would never jog near there again.”
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WHAT COULD BE IN YOUR GARAGE?

I chose this title as a joke because of the column I began this year. Even if you buy a
couple of tickets, your odds of winning the 1929 Fordor are still very small. The better
title would be WHO COULD BE IN YOUR CLUB? Most of us are between my Dad’s age
and my age. We never drove an unmodified Model A as a regular driver. We were all
turned onto the hobby because of our love of cars, the ease of an A to work on, and its
exotic, fun look compared to a 1965 Plymouth, or a 1980 Honda. You might think that
there are millions of young people who love cars, love grease, and look admiringly on
the exotic, fun cars of the past, but I would argue that in the age of Uber and Lyft, Legos
and PlayStations, electric cars, and soon to be self-driving cars, that most kids aren’t
getting licenses and spending their income keeping 1984 Chevy 1500s running. For
Kids at VHS under Tim McCreary
one, they’re too expensive. In 1965 you could get an A for 200 hours of minimum wage
work. Chevy 1500s are now selling for what would take 1000 hours of minimum wage work.
I’m not suggesting, and I know we can’t, change the world, but, what we can do is help expose kids to the hobby by supporting shop classes when one asks for donations. It would be good to remember the names Joshua Pianowski, of El
Camino High, Dennis Johnson of Fallbrook, Tim McCreary of Vista, Marco Gamez of Orange Glen, Joseph Cousin of
Poway, and Eric Neubauer of Torrey Pines High School, but for now, if you have the money, please buy a ticket for the
December drawing from Wilbert Smith of Pasadena High.
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LONG TOURS
PHOENIX, Ariz., June 12 (1912) – The Grand canyon of Arizona has been conquered by the motor car.
B. L. (Byron) Graves, manager of the California
branch of the Ford Motor Car Co., last week drove a
Ford stock car to the very bottom of the earth’s deepest wrinkle. He was accompanied on the perilous
journey by Chester Lawrence, a newspaper man.
No one ever before attempted to drive a motor car into the canyon. Only two horse-drawn vehicles ever have been taken
down the trail followed by Graves and Lawrence. The first buggy was driven into the canyon 24 years ago by John Nelson, Sr., and John Nelson, Jr., followed the Ford on horseback with a supply of food, the day after it started. Had it not
been for Nelson’s thoughtful act the daring motorists might have perished in the depths of the great chasm.
The start was made from Peach
Springs in the early morning. At
Kingman Graves had secured a
supply of dynamite and several
times it was necessary to blast a
path for the Ford. Seven miles of
the trail were literally buried under great boulders, many of
which Lawrence and Graves
rolled aside by main strength.
They bumped the Ford over others that resisted their combined
efforts. Once the car tipped over
and only the fact that it rested on
a big rock enabled them to right
it. Intense heat in the depths of
the canyon cause the gasoline
to boil. The used their precious
water to wet bags to place over
the tank to keep cool the fuel
contained therein.
It took 7 hours to traverse the 22
miles through Diamond canyon
and along Diamond creek to the
Colorado. When they reached
the river Graves and Lawrence
were well nigh exhausted. They 1909 Issue of Ford Times
had no water, food or gasoline.
The water in the Colorado was warm and thick with mud.
For 12 hours they remained by the side of the Colorado.
They were about to set out on foot for Peach Springs when
Nelson reached them with food and water. After eating and
drinking they climbed back up the trail to the rim. The
grades were far too steep for the motor car and it was
hauled out later by horses. The trip has occasioned all
sorts of excitement in this section and it is regarded as a
most wonderful performance.

Western Airlines—The Only way to fly
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Graves (on left) in 1926 co-founded the Western Air Express
(Western Airlines)

LOCAL TOURS
October ‘No Contact’ Scarecrow Tour to Bates Nut Farm
Where: In Carlsbad meet at the upper Sears parking lot at the Carlsbad Mall
Cruise to Escondido to the East Valley Home Depot parking lot
OR Where: In Escondido meet at the East Valley Home Depot parking lot & from there
Cruise up to Bates Nut Farm
When: Saturday, October 10, 2020 at 8:15 to 9:00 departure in Carlsbad; 9:25 to 9:55 departure in Escondido
Destination Arrival Time: 10:15 am

Cost: $5 parking

Destination: Bates Nut Farm, 15954 Woods Valley Road, Valley Center, CA
As a treat to Inland North County members and members who are yet to retire, we’ll have a no contact tour up to see the
pumpkin patch and the scarecrow entries at the Nut Farm. Their website says that masks are required. If you would like
to enter a scarecrow for us to all vote for, it needs to be delivered the day before, between 1-5, and will not be returned to
you. Escondido closed two lanes of Grand Ave. downtown to create outdoor dining, we might go there for lunch.

Town Sedan For Sale
1929 Model A Leather Back 60B. All original. 400 miles since engine rebuild, 4,401
miles total. New tires, but old (original Ford
Script) tools. Extra parts and custom car
cover. Many more extras included. $18,000
or best offer. 760-272-0863—Larry Welbalk

Fashion Tidbit

Gobanking.com has averaged the costs of
purchase, taxes, registration, insurance, gas,
and maintenance, and found that California
was the second most expensive state to buy
and operate a car. The #1 most expensive
state: Michigan. Mostly due to a strict no-fault
insurance law that requires drivers to purchase wider and more comprehensive auto
insurance policies averaging $2738/year.

For Sale

For Sale

1930 Cabriolet, model 68B, restored for touring with a
Borg Warner overdrive, luggage rack and larger radiator,
but it has only driven locally for years. Several beautiful
features like dual side mounts and a 1930 license plate.
Ford script tools included also, asking $18,000 o.b.o call
Jim Gates

1929 Roadster Pickup restored by Frank Kuonen of Klamath Falls, Oregon. It needs a good home with someone
who will love it. It was recently owned by Rocky Kuonen
who passed away on July 23, 2020. A cover and tools are
also included. Asking $15,000 or best offer.
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Events and Advertisements
OCTOBER BIRTHDAYS

Jim Quinlan
Bruce Howe
Alden Kay
Wes Wright
David Belt
Jim Glendinning
Linda Dixon
Barbara French
Mary Norman
Lisa Frazee
Sandy Boone

Fashion Tidbit

04 Oct
04 Oct
07 Oct
07 Oct
10 Oct
14 Oct
18 Oct
26 Oct
26 Oct
29 Oct
30 Oct

OCTOBER ANNIVERSARIES

Jon & Anna Velasco
Roger & Nancy Boyce
Hark & Peggy Hervey
John & Judy Giuliano
Steve & JoAnn Cordtz

OCTOBER CALENDAR

01
03
04
18
23

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

7 No Club Meeting—Cancelled
10 Bates Nut Farm Scarecrow Rally, meet at Palomar Estates at 9 a.m., depart at 9:30.
10 Due date to mail in Palomar MAFCA Ballot
17 Sweetest Day
31 Halloween
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Theda Bara giving
candy to orphans
at St. Joseph’s
Orphanage for the
first Sweetest Day.
Free candy was
given by manufacturers to newsboys, hospital patients, and the
poor. Cleveland Press Oct 5, 1921. The holiday
is still celebrated around the great lakes.

ERA FASHION TRENDS
The date of the top photo is very close to October 4,
1927. The next is 1930, the third about 1934 and the last
about 1935. The first photo, of course, is showing dynamite blasting away on the rock formation known as The
Six Grandfathers in South Dakota. Americans didn’t know
it by that name, though, they called it Cougar Mountain.
Author and SD State Historian, Doane Robison conceived
the idea for a monument in 1923 to promote tourism and
persuaded sculptor, Gutzon Borglum, famous for beginning the Stone Mountain, Georgia monument to three
Confederate Generals, to take on the project. They received congressional funding and a $5000 donation from
Charles E. Rushmore, (equivalent to $72,894 in 2019) in
1925. Apparently the donation had the understanding that
the monument would bear his name. A demand that was
fulfilled in June of 1930. It cost $989,992.32 in total. A frequent question is who selected these four presidents?
The answer is Borglum, himself.
Borglum alternated exhausting on-site supervising with
world tours, sculpting other works at his home in Beeville,
Texas, and raising money. In his absence, work at Mount
Rushmore was overseen by Bill Tallman and later his
son, Lincoln Borglum. When he died in Chicago, following
complications of surgery, his son finished another season
at Rushmore, but left the monument largely in the state of
completion it had reached under his father's direction. Initially, most of the mountain was planned to be sculpted,
similar to Stone Mountain which goes down to Lee’s
Knees. (You wonder if Rushmore ever demanded his
money back for the work being incomplete?)
In the 14 years it took to carve the monument, 400 different workers were hired and paid an average of $8 per
day. Each day they climbed 700 stairs to the top of the
mountain, then 3/8 inch thick steel cables lowered some
over the front of the 500 foot face of the mountain in a
"bosun chair". 90% of the mountain was carved using dynamite.
Before the dynamite charges could be set off, the workers
would have to be cleared from the mountain down those
700 steps. Workers in the winch house on top of the
mountain would hand crank the winches to raise and lower the drillers. If they went too fast, the drillers in their bosun chairs would be dragged up on their faces. To keep
this from happening, boys were hired as call boys. Call
boys sat at the edge of the mountain and shouted messages back and forth assuring safety. During the 14 years
of construction not one fatality occurred.
June 10, 1933 - Franklin D. Roosevelt issued Executive
Order 6166, making Mount Rushmore part of the National
Park Service. As a “memorial” not a “park”, it is free to
visit. It covers just under 1,300 acres, The 1.2 million protected acres around it is the Black Hills National Forest
which is also free to visit.
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The Great Frame Up
Volume 22 Radiator Installation
36. Assembly of radiator before assembly to motor and frame assembly on line. Assemble radiator (less shell) with fan housing assembly, two screws and nuts, one radiator pipe assembly and hose
connections, two hose connections and hose clip assemblies, and
four hose clip assemblies.
37. Assemble above assembly to engine and frame assembly on
line, with two pads, bolts, springs, and cotter pins. Use gage to set
radiator in place.
I’ve looked into several discussions on
radiator installation problems and radiator performance. I read bad
things about Brassworks radiators, so I looked into their website
(especially when someone spread the rumor that they were no longer
producing Model A radiators, and the link from MARC’s website gave
me a 404 error) It turns out that they are still in business, Bratton’s and
Mike’s Affordable sells them. They are a bit more affordable than the
manufacturer many restorers rave about—Berg’s. One thing though, is
that Brassworks has three types of radiators for the 28-29, and three for
the 30-31. Berg’s only has the one type for each, 12 fins per inch 3
rows. When you compare the top of the line, 11 fin per inch, two flat
rows model, the prices are similar. It sounds like you get what you pay
Step 36 is shown at 1:37
for, and you may want to pay some extra money to avoid fitting and
overheating problems.
Authentic Model A radiator hoses are
black with a single red vulcanized rubber
stripe. The hose is plain rubber, with a
fabric-reinforced outer wrapping, and the
vulcanized rubber protects where the fabric would come together to a seam. Interestingly, I found that AutoZone sells a
hose they think fits the longer, upper hose
for $30. Mike’s, Snyder’s, and Mac’s sell a
kit with the upper and two smaller diameter lower hoses for under $17. It’s interesting though that O’Reilly’s and View from another angle
AutoZone still support our cars a bit, though.

Ballot Soon to Arrive in the Mail
Due to the Covid 19 virus we are unable to hold regular membership or board meetings. All national meetings and long
tours have been canceled until 2021. There will be no installation lunch in December. We are unable to conduct normal
business or elect new board members.
Therefore, I, Chuck Grabowsky, have made the following motions. In phone discussions with the board members they
have been seconded and discussed. You should receive ballots in the mail before October 1st so you can say “Aye” or
“Nay” or comment on each. Please mail them when complete to Linda Thamer before October 10th so she can tabulate
them in time for the November issue of The Reflector.
1. Approve the treasurer to pay any necessary bills to keep the club functioning until we can
hold a regular, in person meeting; Postage, Internet, Dues to National organizations, etc.
2. Have no dues for 2021, for returning members, although members may chose to donate
$20 to strengthen the hobby.
3. Elect the same board of officers for 2021 as has served for 2020.
Thank You for your continued membership, support, and volunteer efforts. Chuck.
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Quaker Macaroons

In the Model A Era, children with diabetes had no
insulin, food allergies went unrecognized, measles & polio, had no vaccines, penicillin had not
been discovered, and there was a moderately
large number of unnamed bodies of “vagrants”
found annually. Going door to door late at night,
for small groups of children in masks was far
more dangerous than today, yet, as plastic
wrapped individual candies were unavailable before WWII, there were no stories of razor blades
in apples or rat poison in cakes. As a result, everyone provided cookies, candied apples, and
small toys for neighborhood trick or treaters.
Comparing this recipe with the taste of a Three
Musketeers or a Hershey's Special Dark Chocolate Bar, though, I don’t mind the corporate scare
mongering. I’m providing the recipe here for his- A Halloween party of Phone Operators
in 1930 Tacoma. Only the kids are not
torians, only. If I show up on your door dressed
in costumes.
like Abe Lincoln, please keep them for yourself.
Ingredients:
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
2 tsp baking powder

1 tbs butter
2 ½ cups Quaker Oats
1 tsp vanilla

Instructions:
Cream butter and sugar. Add yolks of eggs. Add Quaker Oats, to which baking powder has already been added, and add
vanilla. Beat whites of eggs stiff and add last. Drop on buttered tins with teaspoon, but very few on each tin, as they
spread. Bake in slow oven. Makes about 65 cookies
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